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Product Application Instructions - Carlack Cutting Compound 
 
 
Carlack Cutting Compound is used for cleaning and preparing painted surfaces. 
Formulated with fine Aluminium Oxide powder, Carlack Cutting Compound can be 
used to restore full or faded paintwork and to remove contaminants and light 
scratches in painted surfaces 
 
Carlack Cutting Compound can be applied by hand or mechanically. If applied 
mechanically it is recommended to use an orbital buff with a foam pad and a 
maximum speed of 300 - 500rpm. To reduce the cutting action small amounts of 
water can be added to the surface during application, 
 
Carlack Cutting Compound can be polished over with Carlack Complete 68 polish to 
provide a lasting protection and shine. 
 
Note: Mechanical application of this product is recommended for experienced 
operators (painters/detailers).  Incorrect use of a mechanical applicator can 
damage painted surfaces. 
 

By Hand: Step 1.  
 

Wash and dry the vehicle. Carlack Shampoo is recommended for this task .Apply a small amount of  
Carlack Cutting Compound to a medium cloth and apply to the painted surface in medium  
overlapping circles. As the compound film on the surface reduces apply additional amounts of  
cutting compound as required. As the cutting compound cleans the painted surface, the surface  
should feel smoother under the cleaning cloth. Remove the cutting compound residue with a clean  
soft cloth or Microfibre.  
 
By Machine: Step 1.  
 
Wash and dry the vehicle. Carlack Shampoo is recommended for this task .Apply a small amount of  
Carlack Cutting Compound to the foam pad on an orbital buff and begin processing the painted  
surface in medium overlapping circles. Stop after a short processing time and inspect the painted  
surface for effectiveness of the buffing action and application speed. Adjust as required. As the  
compound film on the surface reduces apply additional amounts of cutting compound as required.  
As the cutting compound cleans the painted surface, the surface should feel smoother under the  
cleaning cloth. Remove the cutting compound residue with a clean soft cloth or Microfibre.  
 
If the product dries or is difficult to remove, Carlack Complete 68 can be applied to remove the  
residue. 
 
Step 2.  
 
Rewash and dry the vehicle to remove cutting compound residue. Apply Carlack Complete 68  
polish to protect and enhance the newly prepared surface. 
 
The Carlack Car Care range also offers paint care and interior care products and other interior 
cleaning products including Carlack Leather Cream and Carlack Carissma Interior Fragrance. 
 

For more information on other Carlack products go to our website –  
www.carlackproducts.com.au  

http://www.carlackproducts.com.au/

